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• All relevant UK Stakeholders

• All wave and tidal developers interested 
in Wales 20+ developers 

• Carnegie / Gwave / SEABASED / Atlantis 
Resources

• Both TPM of the Demonstration Zones

Marine Energy Wales is a partnership between technology developers, the supply 
chain, academia and the public sector working in collaboration to establish Wales as 

a “centre of excellence” for sustainable marine energy generation

• MEP established in 2009 

• Increased interest in Wales need for wider support

• Industry recommendation to develop MEW -
Launch of MEW in Brussels 2016

• 30 + International and National Wave and tidal 
developers interested in Wales 

Marine Energy Wales brings together technology developers, the supply chain, 
academia and the public sector to establish Wales as a global leader in sustainable 

marine energy generation



• PCF project – An award winning coastal partnership 2000 - CiC

• MOU with the South West Marine Energy Park

• MOU with Wave Hub

• Work with HIE, Scottish Gov and RegenSW – Ocean Energy Europe and RUK

• Marine Renewables Canada 

• Discussions with Ireland

Collaboration 



• 2006  Resource Assessment of Welsh Coast

• 2008   MRESF 3 year study into resource and development constraints

• 2012   Marine Energy Infrastructure Study

• 2012   The Crown Estate – KRA Study – Wave/Steam/Range 

• 2013   Economic Benefit Study

• 2014   The Crown Estate – Array Scale Demonstration Zones 

Evidence Based Approach



UK Resource

Published October 2012  (KRA) - Shows the potential for tens of gigawatts of wave, 
tidal stream and tidal range projects around the UK
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• MRESF – Potential wave 
and tidal stream generation 
capacity of 1.5 to 6.4GW 
(Med 3.7 – 5.1)

• Range + 10 GW

• MEIS – Resource supported 
by Grid, Ports / SC



• Significant diverse resource  - Tidal Stream / Wave / Tidal Range

• World class ports, skills and energy sector clusters

• Grid access 

• EU Structural Funding  - €100,428,444M prioritising Marine Energy in 
Wales 2014 -2020

• €299.3M for Research and Innovation - SEACAMS2 €17M Welsh 
University research project to progress Marine Energy

• Swansea Bay City Region Deal - Pembroke Dock Marine - £76M 4 pillars 

Evidence based approach



Welsh Government and Policy Support 

• Since 1999 Wales legal duty relating to sustainability 

• Welsh National Marine Planning Process 30 year plan strong support ID SRA

• Ministerial Industry led Task and Finish Group to develop recommendations and 
policy 

• The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 became Welsh Law – All 
decisions by Ministers, Government and public bodies must consider future 
generations 

“We hope that what Wales is doing today the world will do tomorrow”  

United Nations



• MEW survey of the Welsh marine energy sector to ascertain benefits to date      
(Jan 2017) – updating 2015 study

• Before commercialisation – tidal stream / wave and tidal range

• Direct impacts - increase with total gross value effects of wider Supply Chain. 
With each £10M of investment £2.5M and 75 person years of employment GVA 

• Investment into marine energy in Wales was £68.3M

• Creating 137 FTE directly involved in marine energy = 101 jobs created since  
2015 

• UK level every £1 of public support for the sector leverages £7 

• Suggesting that with public money allocated to date leverage in £402.5M

Marine Energy in Wales – Economic benefits



• Tidal energy (stream and range) £35.8M

• Wave £3.6M 

• 27 marine energy organisations currently active in Wales providing data for the 
report 40% of Welsh supply chain content – construction and deployment will 
see this rise 

• £1.4B 5 year potential investment if market and development incentives are in 
place

• Wave and tidal stream aiming for 50 -70% Welsh SC content

• TLP 50% of £1.3B project to be retained in Wales

Marine Energy in Wales – Economic benefits



• Programme of delivery to create a world leading hub of marine energy excellence –
collaborative approach led by the Port of Milford Haven 

• Marine Energy Testing Areas (META)

• Port infrastructure upgrades

• UK Catapult Marine Energy Engineering Centre of Excellence (MEECE) 

• Pembrokeshire Wave Demonstration Zone

• £76.3M project within SBCRD signed by FM-PM  20/03/2017

• Benefit UK PLC in the Global Ocean Energy Race 

Pembroke Dock Marine - City Region Deal



• Up skilling the supply chain and assisting with diversification  

• Supporting Enterprise Zone initiatives – Keeping the cluster insitu

• Creating innovation in engineering, research and development – SC + UNI 

• Trialling deployment, design, components and O&M in a relatively low 
risk environment, close to port infrastructure – de-risk projects

• Pembrokeshire Wave Demonstration Zone, Anglesey Demonstration Zone, other 
Welsh projects and potentially projects wider UK – MEECE

• Link to other UK test areas – META unique characteristics include deep water, 
wave, tidal stream, range, in sheltered Port Authority area in proximity to world 
energy sector supply chain

Marine Energy Test Area (META)



Marine Energy Test Areas (META)

Tidal stream

Dip testing
Component testing



Marine Energy Test Area (META)



• The Carbon Trust has estimated that with the right support over the coming 
decade, Europe could maintain leadership in a global market worth a potential 
€653billion between 2010-50 and an annual market of up to €53billion

• The UK are world leaders at the moment but: Deployments in Australia/China/ 
Denmark/Singapore/Hawaii/Italy/Netherlands/Norway/Peru/Spain/Korea/
Sweden/USA/Canada/France

• Planed deployments: Ireland/Gibraltar/India/Japan/Mexico/Ghana/Finland
Philippines…………….

• Wales is here to play a global leading role capitalising on a sector that fits 
perfectly with the upcoming UK Industrial Strategy 

Global Opportunity  



• The UK is leading the world in this new sector

• The UK once led the world in wind – Policy support withdrawn at a key stage –
workforce of 28,000 in Denmark generating approx 5 billion per year in exports

• There has been over half a billion new, mainly private sector investment into 
marine energy in the UK - approaching commercialisation at a time 
when worldwide interest is increasing

• 77 % of this investment has been spent in the UK supply chain

• Continued policy support from UK government is crucial to capitalise on this new
innovative clean tech maritime opportunity that supports SC reliance and clusters,   
peripheral economies across the UK / significant global export potential  

Global Opportunity  



"The rate at which renewables gain share from 2020 to 2035 matches oil's gain in  
the years that included the Texas oil boom, the discovery of oil in the Middle 
East, the British Navy switching to oil, and the Model T Ford starting mass 
motorization.“   BP Energy Outlook 2016 - 2035

Oil giant Royal Dutch Shell is to increase its spending on renewable energy to $1bn a 
year, its chief executive announced as he warned the public’s faith in the industry 
was “just disappearing”. “it was essential that countries imposed a price on carbon 
emissions to help phase out the use of coal and oil, sources of large amounts of 

greenhouse gases that are driving climate change.” March, 2017

China will plough £292bn into renewable power generation by 2020, the country’s 
energy agency has said, as the world’s largest energy market continues to shift away 

from coal power towards cleaner fuels. The investment will create more than 13m 
jobs in the sector, the National Energy Administration said in a blueprint document 

that lays out its plan to develop the nation’s energy sector during the five-year 2016 
to 2020 period. January, 2017

Changing times? 



www.marineenergywales.co.uk


